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                               hen the World was Young,... 
Water covered the whole of the realm. This was before the word “ flood”  had 

meaning, predating life on dry land, and prior to the history of the ancient nommo. The gods, 
if they even existed in these times, were silent. The arcane forces holding reality together had 
yet to be fathomed. Magic (divine, arcane, or otherwise) had no place in these primal seas. In 
this ancient world, it was the pure application of Will that shaped the waves. The creatures 
that wielded it, though exceedingly primitive, were the most powerful. This was the 
foundation of the psionic sciences. 

Innate psionic power led to the development of better brains to wield it. With this 
came sapience. The first great races of this world knew nothing of magic or the divine. 
Instead they trusted in the power within. By the time that the first primordial crawling 
thing skittered onto dry land, aquatic battles of Will had been fought for ages. When the 
first dragon took flight, psionic power had been a science since time immemorial. Instead of 
magic, these colossal reptiles were masters of telepathy, psychokinesis, and metacreativity. 
Psionics seemed to be the pinnacle of evolutionary power. However, other forces filled the 
cracks of reality and perception, eroding them at their core, and inundating the intuitive 
power of Will with external forces. The gods demanded tribute. They convinced the realm 
that their Will was more powerful, their intensions more pure, and their wrath more deadly.  

Thus divine Will became the magic of the world, and even the dragons forgot the 
power they once had within. Wars were no longer battles between the Wills of the realm, 
but struggles against the subjugation of realms beyond. In time, psionic power became a 
distant memory to most races− even to those that had at one time been great masters of the 
science. In an effort to reclaim independence, knowledgeable individuals unraveled the fabric of 
reality itself, and learned to harness its power. They were the first wizards of the world.  

Eons passed, and most of the descendants of the psionic masters had embraced the new 
power, that of arcane magic. Those few left that knew the secrets of psionic power had been 
forced into the inky shadows and murky depths, but they were never entirely eliminated. 
Wherever they went, they faced persecution. Their power was that of internal wisdom and 
personal fortitude, it was not granted to them through application of intellect or divine forces. 
Their existence seemed to threaten both the devout and the intellectual.  

They say that time moves in a circle. If so, then the rising waters perhaps hailed the 
return of the beginning. With waters rushing in from murky depths, so too the ancient was 
reunited with the new. Ancient races of Will resurfaced from their hidden lairs, their abyssal 
homes, and their cities of shadows. The Will had always belonged to the waves,  
and finally, it has returned. 
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Introduction 

When Dreamscarred Press announced that they 
would be releasing PSIONICS UNLEASHED for the 
PATHFINDER ROLEPLAYING GAME, Alluria 
Publishing excitedly began working on WAVES OF 

THOUGHT. Much of this material had already been 
conceived of in some form, as the CERULEAN SEAS 

CAMPAIGN SETTING existed long before the release 
of the Pathfinder RPG sourcebook. Psionics had 
been a part of this undersea world since its 
inception, and it felt somehow incomplete without 
including the important facet. We are very happy 
to present to you the more complete Cerulean 
Seas, as we had first envisioned it to be. 

To many, psionic power conjures up images of 
primal forces with tentacles and slime. Terrible 
brain-eating monsters that lurk in the damp and 
dark have this power and only those that know 
their secret science have the hope of fighting them 
on an equal battlefield. This always seemed to be a 
perfect fit for an aquatic campaign world, where the 
races are ancient, squid-like species abound, and 
dark depths are everywhere. 
 Applying PSIONIC UNLEASHED’s rules to an 
undersea world was surprisingly simple. The 
design team over at Dreamscarred Press was very 
supportive of our project, and our team 
corresponded with them at length on the subject. 
What we concluded was that, unlike the rules of 
magic and combat, the mechanics of psionics were 
fairly universal, even when applied to the sea.  
      Since we did not have to devote a lot of time 
towards rules conversion, the design team was 
able to focus specifically on maintaining the 
unique flavor of Cerulean Seas and ensuring that 
submerging the mechanical rules and psionic 
flare of Psionics Unleashed did not drown out 
any player options or fun. 

As a result, we have created a highly compatible 
world for the inclusion of psionic power, without 
the necessity of adding it to any specific degree. If a 
Gamemaster decides to exclude psionic power from 
his interpretation of the Cerulean Seas, the setting 
still functions well. If only a little is added, perhaps 
a race or a monster, the story-line still remains 
viable. Of course, we invite you to use all of this    

   material and believe you will find it a perfect  
        fit for spicing up your existing aquatic  
           campaign or starting a new one.

     We began the project by focusing on the new 
psionic races of the realm. Much like the design 
philosophy that we applied to REMARKABLE RACES, 
we wanted the psionic races to be modular so that 
Gamemasters could add them to an existing 
campaign without having to rewrite history or 
make any world-sweeping changes. Psionic races, 
with their tendency towards being persecuted and 
becoming clandestine as a result of that seemed to 
mesh well with this concept. The Alluria design 
team admittedly holds a traditional view on the 
essence of psionic power in that it is different and 
perhaps the opposite of magic. You will often see 
this viewpoint reflected in the design of the new 
races that we present in this book. 

The authors of this book believed we would be 
remiss if we did not also include at least one 
psionic class specially tailored to an underwater 
world. We kicked around a lot of great ideas, but 
eventually all agreed that the Aquanaut was the 
way to go. It had all the qualities we were looking 
for; it was a unique concept, specifically suited to 
aquatic life, worked well with Dreamscarred 
Press’s interpretation of psionics, and presented a 
memorable image. 

Feats, powers, and psionic items came next. 
Only a handful of these features needed to be 
altered or replaced, leaving us a lot of room to 
add something new. The authors decided to use 
this as an opportunity to add a few finishing 
touches to the new races and to the aquanaut. 

Much like in the Cerulean Seas sourcebook, we 
separated much of the campaign specific 
information into its own chapter. We wanted to 
keep the spirit of the campaign setting guide, in that 
it is also a helpful guide to undersea adventuring. 
Even if the Gamemaster decides to use his own 
world or an adaptation of ours, it would prove 
useful. The history of the realm has a strong 
presence, but is not so closely tied to the crunch 
presented that they cannot be easily separated. 

Lastly, in true Allurian style, we present a 
comprehensive aquatic psionic bestiary. We were 
able to tap the genius of our two best monster 
makers, Sam Hing (CREEPY CREATURES) and 
Mathew Cicci (FEY FOLIO) to bring you some truly 
fearsome psionic foes that will add both terror and 
intrigue to your underwater world. Of course, we 
tied it all together with our award winning artists to 
bring you the high quality material that you have 
come to expect from Alluria Publishing. 
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Using This Book 

This book is divided into six chapters with 

several helpful appendices. The first chapter is a 

simple introduction designed to both explain our 

design process and set the tone for the tome. 

Chapter two describes six new races (amphian, 

thalassic asrai, merkoth, melusine, benthic naga, 

and zef). Chapter three examines how existing 

classes fit into an aquatic world and presents a 

new class (the aquanaut) and well as a couple of 

prestige classes. New and existing feats, powers, 

and psionic items are fathomed in chapter four.  

Chapter five offers details of the campaign setting 

itself, including specific racial histories and other 

setting specific information. The last chapter is a 

complete aquatic psionic bestiary.  

   

Common Terms 

Words listed below are often referred to 

throughout WAVES OF THOUGHT and are defined 

here for clarification. More advanced definitions 

can be found either in the Cerulean Seas core 

rulebook, or later in this tome. 

Anthromorph: A humanoid sea-animal. 

Benthic nagas and zefs are anthromorphs. 

Aquanaut: An aquatic psionic class that gains 

power through psionically enhanced mutations.  

The Bloody War: A war that ended over 400 

years ago between sahuagin and the good 

denizens of the sea. The sahuagin lost and were 

hunted to near extinction. 

Brill: An extremely rare and ancient glowing 

stone that is actually a psionically transformed elf 

(though many falsely believe that the 

transformation was a magical process). 

Brillstones come in blue, green, and red. This 

tome reveals many secrets of this mysterious 

mineral that the corebook does not. 

Buoyancy Units (bu.): These reflect an item’s 

buoyancy, and are described later in this chapter. 

 Cerulean Seas: The known world which is 

divided into nine sections (or seas) by location. 

Depth Tolerance: The maximum depth a 

creature can safely traverse. This is detailed in the 

section on pressure later in this chapter. 

Feykith: Any variety of water fey 

descendants, including thalassic asrai, sea-elves, 

and selkies. 

The Great Flood: A catastrophe that raised the 

ocean level several hundred feet, drowning most 

of the land and those that inhabited it. This 

happened over five centuries ago. 

Merfolk: A creature with a humanoid torso 

and fish-like lower half. Apsara, amphians, 

merkoth, and melusine are all merfolk. 

Trueform: An intelligent species of non-

humanoid form. Ixarcs (also known as Ix) and 

medusians are trueforms. While not standard PC 

races, they do contribute to the overall society of 

the campaign setting. 

Whirlpool (or Vortex): A specific 

environmental hazard that creates a funnel of 

water and strong currents. Please refer to rules 

presented in the CERULEAN SEAS CAMPAIGN 

SETTING for more information.  
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All know that the sea is teeming with rich 
biodiversity. Hidden species abound, waiting to be 
discovered in the vast and endless blue.  Sapient life 
is no exception to this, and the psionic races are some 
of the oldest species of the realm’s murky depths. 
Yet, these psionically endowed beings remain 
relatively unknown. Eons ago, psionic study yielded 
to less introspective power such as arcane and divine 
magic.The powers of the mind became taboo, feared, 
and even despised. Races with a knack for psionic 
power were chastised, hunted, and the subject of 
attempted genocide. Nevertheless, they have 
endured, and many have been documented. 

In this chapter, six psionic races are detailed. As 
they are all relatively rare compared to the core races 
of the Cerulean Seas, they can be added to a 
campaign at any time without having to rewrite 
history or make great changes to the flow of the 
game. Each race contributes its own unique flavor, 
enriching the wonder of the campaign setting with 
the distinctive presence of psionic power. 

Besides contributing to the mysterious history of 
the realm’s past, the races presented here also 
represent possible evolutionary scenarios for existing 
races. Of all the psionic races of the sea, the merfolk 
have the most talent. Seafolk themselves often 
produce psionically inclined individuals, thus it is 
not unusual that the merfolk evolutionary tree 
contain a few psionically talented species.     

Anthromorphs, with their extremely diverse 
forms and histories, likewise have extremely diverse 
talents; psionic aptitude being no exception. Feykith 
are the least inclined toward psionic power, as they 
tend to personify arcane forces which are not 
typically compatible with introspective powers of 
the mind. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Of the merfolk species, the amphian and the 
melusine are evolutionary branches of the familiar 
family trees of the cindarians and nommo, 
respectively.  Amphians represent a more 
mischievous, fun-loving version of the cindarians, 
while the melusine are exaggerations of the nommo’s 
more alien nature.  
 Merkoths are the historical amnesiacs of the 
psionic aquatic racial lineup, as they are always 
raised by races other than their own. They embody 
the outcast nature of being psionic. Merkoths begin 
life without ties to a biologically similar family, often 
with powers and abilities that seem alien to their 
adopted parents. 

Asrai, the only psionic feykith, embody a more 
primitive and elemental aspect of the fey folk. They 
act as emissaries between the arcane and the psionic− 
two forces that are often contradictory in the 
Cerulean Seas. 
 The naga, an anthromorph race, add the 
suspicious and secretive element of psionic nature to 
the seas. This snake-like race is everywhere, yet few 
know much about them. Intensive training combined 
with blood oaths of secrecy ensure that even the 
location of the fabled naga city remains unknown to 
the mainstream population.  
 The zefs (an aquatic alternate-reality version of 
the zifs for those familiar with the Remarkable Races 
supplement) add that eldritch element of psionics. 
This race, as old as life in the sea, exhibits a 
seemingly peaceful, grandfatherly nature. However, 
underneath the surface roils an alien mindset  
and a dark past filled with mind-numbing  
terror and powerful psionic enemies. 
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Amphian 

The amphians are a race of charismatic nomads. Like most 
merfolk, they revere art in all forms, but have a special fondness 
for song, dance, and other forms of entertainment. Regarded by 
other races as scoundrels, thieves, tricksters, and wastrels for 
centuries, amphians have developed a unique and close-knit 
culture. Their knack for psionic power has done nothing for 
fostering trust among the common folk who already regard 
psionics with a high measure of suspicion. Consequently, 
superstition has become the hallmark of the amphian, both from 
how they are perceived and within their own society.  

Physical Description: Sages have much to say about the 
peculiar appearance of the amphian, but they all seem to agree 
that their likeness to a clown fish is no mere coincidence. Their 
own culture recollects a time when they began as a tribe of 
particularly gifted cindarians. According to amphian legend, a 
hero among their tribe stole a powerful artifact from Poseidon 
himself, as nothing more than a prank to impress the chieftain’s 
daughter. As a punishment, the angry god transformed the 
prankster and his tribe to resemble a mixture of jester and 
clownfish, so that he and his people would have a hard time 
securing respect as anything but professional fools. 

Aside from their jesterly markings and colorful orange and 
white striped lower halves, the amphians also vary quite 
remarkably among gender and share an astonishing biological 
difference from other merfolk. All amphians begin their lives as 
males. “Adult” male amphians are hairless and Small-sized, 
reaching a maximum of 4 feet in length. At around age 40, the 
“change” occurs. The male amphian begins to sprout bright red-
orange hair on his head, and over the course of one-years’ time 
grows another 2 or 3 feet in length. At the culmination of the 
change (12-16 months after onset), the amphian becomes fully 
female and lives out the rest of her life as this new gender. 

Society: Amphians have a rich culture that is brimming with 
tradition and superstition. Males and females share an equal role, 
though these roles vary greatly from individual to individual. While 
all amphians seem capricious and child-like to most other races, 
many do take their vocations quite seriously. A male amphian is just 
as likely to be highly skilled in a particular class as a female one, 
despite obvious age differences and apparent experience. An 
amphian is not expected to “grow up” at any particular time, and 
some even revert back to a more juvenile outlook after the change. 

      
Like clownfish, the amphians share a special kinship with 

giant sea anemones. They make their homes in these beautiful, 
flower-like, but deathly toxic creatures. Being a nomadic culture 
that can range several thousand miles, their anemone homes are 
easily transported on the backs of giant crustaceans and sea 
turtles. If there is any truth to the legend that the amphians 
originated from the cindarian race, the evidence would surely be 
in their closeness to nature and natural animals of the sea. 

Relations: Most races have a love-hate relationship with the 
amphians. Despite their reputation for swindling and theft, they 
are also highly renowned entertainers. In some areas, the 
amphians are driven out completely and are not welcome to 
return. In others (especially ones who are visited by amphians 
infrequently) they are sought-after curiosities. Some amphian 
families cater to this fascination by incorporating large traveling 
carnivals into their routine.  

Alignment and Religion:  The phrase “lawful amphian” is 
somewhat of an oxymoron, as the race is centered on personal 
freedom and having fun. However, no culture can persist 
without some measure of structure, and a few individuals do 
serve as keepers of the law and tradition. While highly 
superstitious, the amphian recognize a hodge-podge of deities 
and only in a very cursory manner. They revere both Mariblee 
and Poseidon; though often know little of the specifics of those 
religions. Consequently, amphian clerics, paladins, and 
inquisitors are exceedingly rare. 

Adventurers: Despite their apparently easy-going lifestyle, 
amphians have a particularly strict caste system based on birth 
order and astrological sign. The only way to escape the often 
rigorous duties assigned to each caste is to take up an 
adventuring class. Each class holds a prestigious rank among the 
amphian and some are given special racial titles. For example, 
amphian wilders are affectionately known as Jokers. Many titles 
are “tongue-in-cheek” though carry no less respect among 
amphian culture. Case in point, even the greatest amphian 
warriors are known as “Fools” and to be called this is actually a 
great honor. 

 Names: Because amphians keep the same name 
throughout their life, there is no distinction between male and 
female names. Amphians have no                   set naming practice, 
and generally adopt the names                    common to other 
cultures that they encounter. 
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Asrai, Thalassic 

Many sages agree that the fey began as elemental forces 
of nature that became infused with energy from the world of 
Fairie. If this is indeed the case, then the Asrai represent the 
water itself. While the drylanders were familiar with tiny 
water fairies known as asrai who dwelled in lakes and ponds, 
their oceanic cousins remained relatively unknown until long 
after the Great Flood. The Thalassic Asrai, also known as 
“Greater Asrai” or “Psionic Asrai,” are considerably larger. 
Much like their smaller kin, however, the Thalassic Asrai are 
cold as ice and seemed to be composed entirely of water. 

Physical Description: Asrai look much like sea elves and 
stand around 5 feet tall. Upon first glance, they may even be 
mistaken for sea elves if it was not for that fact that they are 
slightly transparent and their hair is composed of long, thick 
tendrils. They are devoid of pigment, taking on the color of 
their surroundings. Their skin shimmers like the surface of a 
bubble. Both males and females seem to be exceptionally 
beautiful. 

Society: Asrai gender is purely superficial, as they do not 
reproduce by biological means. Instead, they appear through 
a process known as spontaneous generation, which means 
that an asrai child will occasionally spontaneously appear in 
the vicinity of two or more asrai. Not even the asrai know 
when or how this process will occur, though they usually 
accept the obligation of raising the new child and providing 
for its continued existence. 

       Asrai are peace-loving  
creatures, but will not hesitate to 
defend themselves with whatever 
means they deem necessary.  

 

 

Relations: Thalassic asrai are typically shy and soft-
spoken. Those that get to know an asrai will find that they 
often have pleasant personalities and are fond of good 
humor, music, and intelligent conversation. They will also 
find out that the seemingly peaceful and passive feykith can 
transform into a whirlpool hellion in the blink of an eye- 
then, as quickly as it was lost, their serene composure is 
regained. The thalassic asrai universally shun pollution and 
abhor murk, leading most to live far away from other races 
and civilized lands. 

Alignment and Religion:  Asrai gravitate towards the 
neutral good alignment and prefer similarly aligned deities. 
It can be assumed that most asrai are good, or at the very 
least benevolent towards any creature that does not 
contribute towards polluting the water. Occasionally, a 
vengeful asrai will emerge- his initially peaceful mission 
twisted by anger and outrage. 

Adventurers:  Asrai adventurers prefer classes that allow 
them to spend long periods of time in quiet contemplation or 
study. Thus psions, wizards, and clerics are fairly common 
among their population. Their natural psionic abilities 
guarantee a much higher percentage of psionic classes among 
their population.  

Asrai adventure in order to maintain balance, prevent 
water pollution, and to protect their isolated communities. 
They revere knowledge, especially personal insight, and may 
even undertake long quests in order to learn more about 
themselves. 
 Names:  Aka, Aloip, Bloo, Biyo, Dwis, Elowin, Fellip, 
Fwish, Gurgla, Gree, Hoosh, Ieop, Jeeswa, Liaow, Liswip, 
Ooplisa, Pleisa, Sessa, Soosh, Walawa, Zells, Zish  
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